Enhanced Growth of Acidovorax sp. Strain 2AN during Nitrate-Dependent Fe(II) Oxidation in Batch and Continuous-Flow Systems
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Microbial nitrate-dependent, Fe(II) oxidation (NDFO) is a ubiquitous biogeochemical process in anoxic sediments. Since most microorganisms that can oxidize Fe(II) with nitrate require an additional organic substrate for growth or sustained Fe(II) oxidation, the energetic benefits of NDFO are unclear. The process may also be self-limiting in batch cultures due to formation of Fe(oxide) cell encrustations. We hypothesized that NDFO provides energetic benefits via a mixotrophic physiology in environments where cells encounter very low substrate concentrations, thereby minimizing cell encrustations. Acidovorax sp. strain 2AN was incubated in anoxic batch reactors in a defined medium containing 5 to 6 mM NO3−, 8 to 9 mM Fe2+, and 1.5 mM acetate. Almost 90% of the Fe(II) was oxidized within 7 days with concomitant reduction of nitrate and complete consumption of acetate. Batch-grown cells became heavily encrusted with Fe(III) oxyhydroxides, lost motility, and formed aggregates. Encrusted cells could neither oxidize more Fe(II) nor utilize further acetate additions. In similar experiments with chelated iron (Fe(II)-EDTA), encrusted cells were not produced, and further additions of acetate and Fe(II)-EDTA could be oxidized. Experiments using a novel, continuous-flow culture system with low concentrations of substrate, e.g., 100 μM NO3−, 20 μM acetate, and 50 to 250 μM Fe2+, showed that the growth yield of Acidovorax sp. strain 2AN was always greater in the presence of Fe(II) than in its absence, and electron microscopy showed that encrustation was minimized. Our results provide evidence that, under environmentally relevant concentrations of substrates, NDFO can enhance growth without the formation of growth-limiting cell encrustations.

Microbially driven, Fe(III)/Fe(II) redox transitions in the environment have a dramatic impact on iron’s solubility, mineralogy, sorption characteristics, and overall geochemical properties (21, 29, 45). Microbially mediated redox transformations of Fe can also affect the biogeochemical cycling of other key nutrients (e.g., C, S, P, and N) (15, 29), trace metals (9, 49), metalloids (12), and the fate of organic pollutants (25) and contaminant metals (8), including those released from industrial and mining areas (30). Anaerobic, microbial Fe(III) reduction has been studied extensively over the last 30 years (31, 45), and much is known about the microbiology and geochemistry of that process.

Chemotrophic, anoxic Fe(II) oxidation under circumneutral conditions, on the other hand, was first described only 15 years ago (42), and little is known about the microbiology of the process or its actual significance in the environment. Microbial nitrate-dependent, Fe(II) oxidation (NDFO) has been demonstrated in a variety of sediments, microbial consortia, and pure cultures, including both autotrophic and heterotrophic cultures. With respect to autotrophic growth via NDFO, for example, the mesophilic enrichment culture originally described by Straub et al. (42) has been maintained for over a decade under autotrophic conditions and is capable of near complete oxidation of Fe(II) and reduction of NO3− to N2 (4). Notwithstanding this example and other reports of autotrophy (18, 46, 48), the majority of known cultures capable of NDFO are phylogenetically diverse, organotrophic, NO3−-reducing bacteria that can oxidize Fe(II) in the presence of a reduced carbon compound, e.g., acetate, as an additional electron donor (5, 16, 22, 23, 26, 27, 34, 43–45). In general, it appears that a subset of organotrophic, NO3−-reducing bacteria can oxidize Fe(II), either cometabolically or through a mixotrophic physiology, and that long-term, continued Fe(II) oxidation by such NO3− reducers requires an organic cosubstrate, e.g., acetate, at low concentration, typically 0.5 to 1.0 mM in batch cultures.

It is not clear whether Fe(II) oxidation confers an energetic benefit or whether Fe(II) oxidation is a fortuitous, side reaction, possible involving both abiotic and enzymatic reactions, that occurs during heterotrophic growth. In recent batch experiments with Acidovorax sp. strain BoFeN1, Muehe et al. demonstrated a slight increase in cell numbers in the presence of Fe(II) and acetate versus cells with acetate alone (34), suggesting that Fe(II) oxidation may provide an energetic benefit. Further experiments are needed to determine whether long-term growth yields can be enhanced by Fe(II) oxidation and whether this enhancement can be realized at environmentally relevant Fe2+, NO3−, and organic C concentrations.

In NDFO batch cultures, encrustation of cells with Fe(III) oxyhydroxides is frequently observed, and Fe(II) oxidation
ceases after the cells become heavily encrusted (22). This suggests that encrustation may be growth-limiting and that NDFO may not be a significant, long-term physiology in the environment. Since these batch culture experiments were all conducted with millimolar concentrations of Fe$^{2+}$ and NO$_3^-$ (22, 42, 43), it is not known whether encrustations form at lower concentrations.

In the present study, we have characterized a facultatively anaerobic, betaproteobacterium, Acidovorax sp. 2AN, in terms of its ability to oxidize aqueous (uncomplexed) Fe$^{3+}$, chelated Fe(II) (Fe(II)-EDTA), and solid-phase Fe(II) coupled to nitrate reduction at circumneutral pH. We have also demonstrated NDFO-enhanced growth, both in batch cultures and in a novel, continuous-flow system using micromolar Fe$^{2+}$ and NO$_3^-$ concentrations. This is the first report of anoxic, Fe(II)-oxidation-enhanced, chemotrophic growth using environmentally relevant concentrations of Fe$^{2+}$ and NO$_3^-$. 

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Bacterial strain and growth conditions.** The bacterium used in these experiments was enriched from a mixture of iron-oxide-bearing sediment from Dorn Creek, WI, that had been used in long-term biogeochemical studies of Fe redox cycling. The studies were conducted in an anoxic sediment column identical to that described elsewhere (36) but operated for several months under fluctuating loading of NO$_3^-$ and acetate (F. Picardal, unpublished data). Sediment from the column was collected in an anaerobic chamber and serially diluted in medium designed to enrich microorganisms capable of mixotrophic NDFO. The medium (PAFe2N2) contained 5 mM NaNO$_3$, 5 mM FeCl$_2$, 0.5 mM sodium acetate, 0.6 mM CaCl$_2$, 0.2 mM KCl, 0.1 mM MgCl$_2$, 1.0 mM NH$_4$Cl, 0.1 mM KH$_2$PO$_4$, 25 mg of yeast extract (Difco, Detroit, MI), 2.5 ml of SL10 trace minerals solution (2/liter, and 5 ml of vitamin solution (41/liter) and was buffered at pH 7 with 5 mM PIPES. All enrichment and culturing was done in anaerobic cultures or tubes or bottles under an N$_2$ headspace unless otherwise noted. The highest dilution showing visible Fe(II) oxidation was further enriched by multiple passages over several months through similar medium. A pure culture (strain 2AN) was eventually obtained by picking single colonies that grew on anoxic, organotrophic nitrate-reducing medium lacking FeCl$_2$, but containing 5 mM acetate and solidified with 1.5% agar. The plates were incubated inside an anaerobic chamber with an N$_2$ (97%) and H$_2$ (3%) atmosphere. The culture so obtained retained its NDFO physiology when transferred back to the mixotrophic medium described above.

The pure culture was stored at −80°C using 10% dimethyl sulfoxide as the cryoprotectant or maintained anaerobically in medium (AGW) containing 5 mM NO$_3^-$ and 5 mM Fe(II) as the electron acceptor, 10 mM acetate as the electron donor, 0.1 mM PIPES, 5 mM Na$_2$CO$_3$, buffered at pH 6.8 to 6.9 with 30 mM bicarbonate instead of PIPES, and solidified with 1.5% agar. The plates were incubated inside an anaerobic chamber. During sampling for measurement of Fe(II), sampling syringes were used when collecting samples for acetate or nitrate analysis outside the anaerobic chamber. An organotrophically grown inoculum from a 2% glutaraldehyde solution, and fixed cells were counted with an acridine orange direct counting method (24) to monitor growth. In some cases, the filter was also examined by using electron microscopy.

Continuous-flow experiments. A continuous-flow system was developed to examine the ability of the isolate to grow with micromolar concentrations of substrates not possible in batch reactors. An organotrophically grown inoculum was prepared as described above with a culture density of ca. $1 \times 10^8$ to $2 \times 10^8$ cells/ml. A series of sterile-filter cassettes, each containing one 25-mm, 0.22-μm-pore-size, polycarbonate black-stained filter (GE Osmonics, Milwaukee, WI), were anoxically inoculated by injection of 2 ml of the above inoculum through the filter cassette. Seven to eight cassettes containing the immobilized cells were then connected in parallel to a 60-ml sterile syringe containing the medium via a sterile manifold (depicted in Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). The manifold was designed to prepare sterile Luer-Lok T-connectors. The entire assembly was operated inside an anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratory Products, Grass Lake, MI). The medium was passed continuously through the filters from the syringe at a flow rate of 2 ml/h using a KDS 220 multisyringe infusion pump (KD Scientific, Inc., Holliston, MA). This resulted in an approximate flow rate of 250 μl/h through each filter. One filter cassette was removed from the manifold every 2 days for cell counting and replaced with a sterile filter cassette to maintain constant flow rates. The syringe was refilled with fresh, anoxic media at the time of each sampling. The sampled filter with attached cells was rinsed by filtration of a 2% glutaraldehyde solution, and fixed cells were counted with an acridine orange direct counting method (24) to monitor growth. In some cases, the filter was also examined by using electron microscopy.

**Analytical procedures.** For all of the batch culture experiments, N$_2$-purged syringes were used when collecting samples for acetate or nitrate analysis outside the anaerobic chamber. During sampling for measurement of Fe(II), sampling and processes was done inside the anaerobic chamber. An ~1.5-ml sample was collected using a syringe while the bottle was shaken vigorously to keep the solids uniformly suspended. Subsequently, samples were centrifuged to separate aqueous Fe$^{2+}$ and sorbed, weak-acid-extractable Fe$^{2+}$ (10). Centrifugation and removal of the supernatant was necessary to avoid rapid Fe(II) oxidation by biogenic nitrite under acidic conditions during HCl extraction (47). Aqueous Fe$^{2+}$ and sorbed Fe$^{2+}$ extracted from the pellet using 0.5 N HCl were measured using ferrozine as previously described (9, 40). Total Fe(III) in the pellet was measured by the ferrozine method after reduction by hydroxylamine hydrochloride and solid dissolution (14). In experiments using Fe(II)-EDTA, Fe(II) oxidation was quantified using o-phenanthroline as the colorimetric reagent (26). NO$_3^-$ concentrations were determined either by a nitrate electrode (28) or, more commonly, via a modified version of the colorimetric technique described by Cataldo et al. (6). Colorimetric methods were also used to quantify NO$_2^-$ (17) and ammonium (20) concentrations. Acetate concentrations were determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a Waters 2690 Separations Module (Waters Corp., Milford, MA) equipped with a Waters Fast Fruit Juice Column at 55°C and 0.05% phosphoric acid as the mobile phase in combination with a UV detector ($\lambda = 210$ nm). Fe$^{2+}$ in samples for HPLC analysis was removed via air oxidation and filtration prior to sample injection. Cell numbers in batch reactors with precipitated Fe(III) oxides were calculated using $0.2-μm$ pore size) to remove the solids, leaving 6 to 10 mM dissolved Fe$^{2+}$ in the medium. Portions (50 ml) of anoxic, sterile medium was added to 72-ml serum bottles, sealed with butyl rubber stoppers (Belco Glass, Inc., Vineland, NJ), and the headspace was replaced with N$_2$:CO$_2$ (80:20 by volume). In experiments with chelated Fe, 5.0 mM Fe(II)-EDTA was used instead of soluble Fe$^{2+}$ (26). In experiments with solid-phase Fe(II), 10 mM PIPES was used instead of bicarbonate in the modified AGW medium. Three different forms of solid-phase Fe(II), microbially reduced goethite (Fe-OH0H), chemically precipitated siderite (FeCO$_3$) (47), and biogenic magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$) were added to produce three different sets of media. Biologically reduced minerals were produced, respectively, by reduction of goethite and hydrous ferric oxide by Shewanella putrefaciens strain 200, followed by pasteurization and anoxic washing as previously described (47). Each medium in solid-phase experiments contained 4.5 to 6 mM weak-acid-extractable Fe(II). For all batch experiments, the inoculum was prepared from an organotrophically grown (10 mM acetate, 5 mM NO$_3^-$) culture that was harvested, washed twice under anoxic conditions, and resuspended in bicarbonate-buffered minimal medium. Batch reactors were incubated at 30°C in the dark without shaking. Heat-killed controls were prepared by pasteurizing (80°C, 10 min) the inoculum in a hot water bath.

**Analytical procedures.** For all of the batch culture experiments, N$_2$-purged syringes were used when collecting samples for acetate or nitrate analysis outside the anaerobic chamber. During sampling for measurement of Fe(II), sampling and processes was done inside the anaerobic chamber. An ~1.5-ml sample was collected using a syringe while the bottle was shaken vigorously to keep the solids uniformly suspended. Subsequently, samples were centrifuged to separate aqueous Fe$^{2+}$ and sorbed, weak-acid-extractable Fe$^{2+}$ (10). Centrifugation and removal of the supernatant was necessary to avoid rapid Fe(II) oxidation by biogenic nitrite under acidic conditions during HCl extraction (47). Aqueous Fe$^{2+}$ and sorbed Fe$^{2+}$ extracted from the pellet using 0.5 N HCl were measured using ferrozine as previously described (9, 40). Total Fe(III) in the pellet was measured by the ferrozine method after reduction by hydroxylamine hydrochloride and solid dissolution (14). In experiments using Fe(II)-EDTA, Fe(II) oxidation was quantified using o-phenanthroline as the colorimetric reagent (26). NO$_3^-$ concentrations were determined either by a nitrate electrode (28) or, more commonly, via a modified version of the colorimetric technique described by Cataldo et al. (6). Colorimetric methods were also used to quantify NO$_2^-$ (17) and ammonium (20) concentrations. Acetate concentrations were determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a Waters 2690 Separations Module (Waters Corp., Milford, MA) equipped with a Waters Fast Fruit Juice Column at 55°C and 0.05% phosphoric acid as the mobile phase in combination with a UV detector ($\lambda = 210$ nm). Fe$^{2+}$ in samples for HPLC analysis was removed via air oxidation and filtration prior to sample injection. Cell numbers in batch reactors with precipitated Fe(III) oxides were calculated using...
an acridine orange direct counting method (37) after dissolving particulate Fe(III) using ammonium oxalate and, if necessary, disrupting cell aggregates by the addition of the surfactant, Tween 80 (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO) at a final 0.001% concentration.

SEM. Samples from batch reactors for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were withdrawn from reactors and transferred to 0.2-μm-pore-size filters in the anaerobic chamber. Cells on these filters and similar filters from the continuous-flow experiments were fixed anoxically with 2% glutaraldehyde and air dried overnight inside the anaerobic chamber (39). Although sorption of Fe(II) or formation of Fe(III)-oxide encrustations allowed SEM examination without further treatment for cells incubated in the presence of Fe(II), cells from cultures grown organotrophically in the absence of Fe(II) were gold-palladium coated to improve visualization. During imaging, the dried filters were placed directly on the SEM stage and examined using a FEI Quanta 400 FEG SEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR) at 10 and 15 kV under low vacuum conditions using a gaseous pressure of 80 Pa. A subset of samples was gold coated for better contrast and examined under high vacuum conditions (<6 × 10−4 Pa).

RESULTS

Acidovorax sp. 2AN. Strain 2AN is a motile rod, ca. 1 to 1.5 μm in length, and is capable of organotrophic growth using acetate as the sole carbon and energy source under aerobic and nitrate-reducing conditions. Using NO3− as an electron acceptor, it is also able to utilize lactate, malate, citrate, and fumarate, but not formate, as growth substrates. A BLAST search of the NCBI database using the 2AN 16S rRNA gene sequence (GenBank accession no. HM625980) revealed the greatest sequence similarity with members of the genus Acidovorax. The closest relatives were A. temperans C23 (GenBank accession no. HQ259690.1, 99% similarity), A. temperans C24 (GenBank accession no. HQ259691.1, 99% similarity), Acidovorax sp. strain R-25074 (GenBank accession no. AM084034.1, 99% similarity), and Acidovorax sp. strain LR05 (GenBank accession no. EU263279.1, 98% similarity). We have therefore classified the isolate as Acidovorax sp. 2AN. A 16S phylogenetic tree is shown in Fig. S2 in the supplemental material.

Anaerobic Fe(II) oxidation and growth in batch systems. To evaluate patterns of Fe(II) oxidation and growth in batch cultures, Acidovorax sp. 2AN was cultured in 3 different anoxic media, i.e., “organotrophic” medium O (30 mM NO3− and 1.6 mM acetate), “chemolithoautotrophic” medium C (5 mM NO3− and 8 to 8.5 mM Fe(II)) that lacked a C source, and “mixotrophic” medium M (5 mM NO3−, 8 to 8.5 mM Fe(II), and 1.6 mM acetate).

Consumption of NO3− (~3 mM) and Fe(II) oxidation (~3.5 mM) were more pronounced in replicates supplemented with acetate in comparison to the consumption of NO3− (~0.5 mM) and Fe(II) oxidation (~1.7 mM) in reactors without acetate (Fig. 1a). Neither compound was consumed in controls inoculated with heat-killed cultures (see Fig. S4 in the supplemental material). The accumulation of NO2− was observed at day 1 in both sets of Fe(II) oxidations and growth in batch cultures, Acidovorax sp. 2AN was cultured in 3 different anoxic media, i.e., “organotrophic” medium O (30 mM NO3− and 1.6 mM acetate), “chemolithoautotrophic” medium C (5 mM NO3− and 8 to 8.5 mM Fe(II)) that lacked a C source, and “mixotrophic” medium M (5 mM NO3−, 8 to 8.5 mM Fe(II), and 1.6 mM acetate).

After 5 days of incubation, cell numbers (1.6 × 108 ± 0.1 × 108 cells/ml) in the chemolithoautotrophic medium C were lower than in the other two media containing acetate. Cell numbers in medium M (4.4 × 108 ± 0.2 × 108 cells/ml) containing both Fe(II) and acetate were ca. 29% greater than those in medium O (3.4 × 108 ± 0.2 × 108 cells/ml) which contained...
only acetate as the electron donor. These statistically significant results ($P = 0.0067$) suggested that nitrate-dependent, Fe(II) oxidation might be beneficial for growth. Microscopic examination revealed that cells had become aggregated and encrusted with oxide precipitates after several days. These encrustations occurred only in reactors containing Fe$^{2+}$ and were not observed in medium O (see Fig. 6a and c).

In order to confirm our observation that the growth yield of strain 2AN is consistently higher in the mixotrophic medium, we sequentially transferred cultures in the three medium types for 30 days at 3 days intervals. By sequentially transferring 1 ml of 3-day-old culture to 9 ml of fresh medium, we expected to more clearly see small but consistent variations in growth yield and to dilute out those cells growing only with endogenous substrates. In the chemolithoautotrophic medium, cell numbers gradually decreased after the first sampling and were eventually diluted out (Fig. 1c). This suggests that strain 2AN is not able to grow autotrophically using NDFO as the primary source. On the other hand, we observed that the growth yield in the mixotrophic medium was consistently ca. 30% higher than in the organotrophic medium for almost all sampling points throughout the 30-day experiment (Fig. 1c).

Acidovorax sp. 2AN was able to oxidize biogenic reduced goethite, chemically precipitated siderite, and biogenic magnetite under mixotrophic conditions with concomitant consumption of NO$_3^-$ and acetate (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). We observed complete oxidation of total Fe(II) [sum of aqueous and weak-acid-extractable Fe(II)] in reduced goethite ($\sim 5$ mM) and ca. 85% oxidation of the total Fe(II) in magnetite and siderite (see Fig. S3a in the supplemental material). Acetate was depleted by day 5 and replenished with ca. 1.1 mM acetate (see Fig. S3c in the supplemental material). At day 10, acetate was again depleted.

Effects of Fe(III) oxyhydroxide encrustations on viability and physiology. An experiment was conducted to determine whether the encrusted cells observed in batch cultures could resume growth and oxidation of acetate or Fe$^{2+}$ if acetate was added again to the reactors. Consumption of NO$_3^-$ ($\sim 4$ mM), Fe$^{2+}$ (6 mM), and acetate (1.6 mM) was observed in cultures during the initial 3 days, along with accumulation of NO$_2^-$ (Fig. 2a). An additional 1.6 mM acetate was added on day 3 but no further acetate or NO$_3^-$ consumption occurred. In addition, acetate re-addition did not result in further cell growth (Fig. 2b), suggesting that cells had become metabolically inactive as a result of oxyhydroxide encrustation. After acetate addition, however, Fe$^{2+}$ and NO$_2^-$ consumption slowly continued, likely a result of abiotic Fe$^{2+}$ oxidation by NO$_2^-$ (7) produced during the initial period of NDFO.

Oxidation of Fe(II)-EDTA. Since Fe$^{2+}$ oxidation in batch cultures resulted in Fe oxyhydroxide encrustations that apparently limited further growth or Fe(II) oxidation, we evaluated oxidation of chelated Fe(II), i.e., Fe(II)-EDTA, and the effects of such oxidation on the viability and physiology of the cells. In these experiments, the chemolithotrophic medium C and mixotrophic medium M used was modified by replacing FeCl$_2$ with 5.0 mM Fe(II)-EDTA.

Fe(II)-EDTA and NO$_3^-$ were not significantly transformed in heat-killed controls (see Fig. S4 in the supplemental material). Although negligible Fe(II)-EDTA oxidation and no NO$_3^-$ consumption was observed in medium C, NO$_3^-$ was completely consumed and extensive Fe(II) oxidation occurred over the first 3 days of the experiment in medium M (Fig. 3a). These replicates consumed additional NO$_3^-$ and Fe(II) when they were replenished with 7 mM NO$_3^-$ and 4 mM Fe(II)-EDTA on days 3 and 5, respectively. The accumulation of NO$_2^-$ was observed at day 2 in medium M, concomitant with oxidation of Fe(II)-EDTA, and remained at low millimolar concentrations throughout the experiment (Fig. 3b). Acetate was depleted at day 2 and was replenished on days 3 and 5 (Fig. 3b). Growth was only observed in medium M (Fig. 3c). In contrast to what we had seen in the experiments described above with Fe$^{2+}$, no cell encrustations or clumping of cells occurred during this experiment. Overall, the results showed that the use of a chelator prevents formation of cell encrustations and allows utilization of repeated additions of electron donor and acceptor.

Growth of Acidovorax sp. 2AN under continuous-flow conditions. A continuous-flow system using cells immobilized on micropore filters was developed to evaluate Fe(II)-oxidation-dependent growth under micromolar concentration regimes more likely to be encountered in sedimentary environments. A series of side-by-side experiments with 20 $\mu$M acetate, 100 $\mu$M NO$_3^-$, and 0 to 250 $\mu$M Fe$^{2+}$ were performed for 2 weeks using the same inoculum in each experiment. We observed a consistently higher growth rate in all cases when Fe$^{2+}$ was present than when it was absent (Fig. 4). This was the case even at the lowest Fe$^{2+}$ concentration, 50 $\mu$M, that was utilized...
grown cells (Fig. 6a), cells from medium M batch reactors (8 mM Fe$^{2+}$) showed noticeable precipitates after an incubation of only 2 h (Fig. 6b). After a 4-day batch incubation in medium M, encrustations were extensive and individual cells could not be clearly distinguished (Fig. 6c). In continuous-flow systems, however, SEM examination revealed minimal cell coatings, even at 250 μM Fe$^{2+}$, the highest Fe$^{2+}$ concentration utilized (Fig. 6d).

**DISCUSSION**

Batch culture experiments with *Acidovorax* sp. 2AN clearly showed that the bacterium was able to oxidize aqueous Fe$^{2+}$, solid-phase Fe(II), and chelated Fe(II). Although EDTA was used as a model chelator in our experiments, we recognize that Fe(II) chelated by natural organic matter may behave differently due to alternate redox potentials and the stability of the metal-ligand complex. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a bacterium able to oxidize all important forms of Fe(II) likely to be present in anoxic sediments. In medium C which lacked organic C, limited Fe(II) oxidation and minimal growth in batch culture suggests that strain 2AN is not capable of lithoautotrophic growth on NO$_3^-$ and Fe(II). We were also unable to grow this strain lithoautotrophically using H$_2$ as the electron donor (data not shown). Using the draft genome for *Acidovorax* sp. 2AN (available at http://www.jgi.doe.gov/), we were also unable to find any genes encoding key enzymes involved in CO$_2$ fixation pathways.

Growth in batch cultures containing acetate was consistently greater in the presence of Fe$^{2+}$ than in its absence, suggesting that Fe(II) oxidation might be energetically beneficial via a mixotrophic physiology in the presence of an organic cosubstrate. Muehe et al. also observed a similarly enhanced growth yield with *Acidovorax* strain BoFeN1 under mixotrophic conditions in batch culture (34). Fe(II)-oxidation-enhanced growth was also clearly demonstrated when batch cultures of 2AN were sequentially transferred to fresh, mixotrophic medium 10 times over a 30-day period (Fig. 1c). In each transfer, cell numbers were always greater after 3 days when Fe$^{2+}$ was present.

Although the presence of ca. 8 mM Fe$^{2+}$ in the mixotrophic medium enhanced growth, cells were always found to be heavily encrusted with Fe(III) oxohydroxides after approximately 3 to 4 days of incubation in batch cultures. The encrusted cells also lost motility and were always present in aggregates. Encrusted cells were also unable to utilize acetate and NO$_3^-$ when these compounds were re-added to Fe$^{2+}$-containing batch cultures, showing that encrustations prevented use of heterotrophic growth substrates, likely due to blocking of transport into the cell. In the presence of a chelator to prevent precipitation of Fe(III) oxohydroxides, strain 2AN retained motility and could metabolize further additions of Fe(II)-EDTA and acetate with concomitant growth.

It should also be noted that, during epifluorescence microscopy used in this experiment to enumerate cells, we did not notice iron oxohydroxide cell encrustations at any Fe$^{2+}$ concentration, a result that could occur if submicron-scale particles formed at these low concentrations and were carried away prior to mineral nucleation and growth of larger particulates. The development of cellular encrustations was also evaluated using SEM (Fig. 6). Compared to 4-day-old, organotrophically...
batch experiments which, until now, have been the only way to showcase the NDFO capability of these strains.

Similar formation of oxyhydroxide precipitates on cells was shown in previous work to result from the abiotic reaction between biogenic NO$_2^-$ and Fe$^{2+}$ sorbed onto cell surfaces (7, 10). In the present study, NO$_2^-$ was measured in cultures containing Fe$^{2+}$ but not in medium O which contained only acetate as the electron donor. These phenomena could be explained if Fe$^{2+}$ entered the periplasm via the porous outer membrane and sorbed to periplasmic proteins. The abiotic reaction between sorbed Fe$^{2+}$ and NO$_2^-$ produced during NO$_3^-$ reduction would then lead to the precipitation of Fe(III) oxyhydroxides on periplasmic proteins, including the nitrite reductase, which is typically located in the periplasm (1, 11). Oxyhydroxide accumulations in the periplasm of Acidovorax sp. strain BoFeN1 have indeed been observed by Miot et al. during NDFO (32). Such mineral coatings on the nitrite reductase would decrease the rate of NO$_2^-$ reduction and therefore lead to the observed accumulation of NO$_2^-$ in medium containing Fe$^{2+}$. This proposition is supported by the lack of extracellular NO$_2^-$ accumulation during organotrophic growth on acetate and nitrate. The relative kinetics of NO$_3^-$ and NO$_2^-$ reduction have previously been used by Betlach and Tiedje to explain the variations in NO$_2^-$ accumulation observed during NO$_3^-$ reduction (3). NO$_2^-$ accumulation could also occur if the additional electrons available from Fe(II) oxidation increased rates of NO$_3^-$ reduction to an extent that rates of NO$_2^-$ production exceeded NO$_2^-$ reduction rates. This latter mechanism is supported by the accumulation of NO$_2^-$ in incubations with Fe(II) EDTA where encrustations were not formed.

Based solely on the use of batch cultures containing millimolar substrate concentrations and the resultant formation of growth-limiting encrustations, it is difficult to argue that microbial NDFO is a significant biogeochemical process in anoxic, subsurface milieus which typically contain much lower concentrations of Fe$^{2+}$, NO$_3^-$, and organic C. The continuous-flow system used in our experiments, however, allowed us to evaluate Fe(II)-oxidation-enhanced growth over longer time periods and at much lower concentrations than are possible in batch cultures. In addition, the continuous-flow experiments clearly demonstrated that growth-limiting Fe(III) oxyhydroxide encrustations are not formed in flowthrough systems at low substrate concentrations. Whereas cell numbers in mixotrophic
cultures containing 250 \( \mu M \) Fe\(^{2+}\) were ca. 90% greater than in those lacking Fe\(^{2+}\) in continuous-flow systems (Fig. 4c), the presence of Fe\(^{2+}\) in batch cultures increased cell numbers by only ca. 29%. This further suggests that the cell encrustations in batch systems may have limited the benefits of Fe\(^{2+}\) oxidation. Taken together, these results suggest that mixotrophic NDFO may be a functional metabolism that is energetically beneficial under the low-substrate conditions found in oligotrophic sediments.

It should be noted that we designed the continuous-flow experiments to provide substrates to the filters at rates greatly in excess of the maximum cell specific uptake rates. Using the data for maximal rates of acetate, NO\(_3^-\), and Fe\(^{2+}\) consumption between days 1 and 2 in the batch reactors (Fig. 2), for example, we calculated the maximal conversion rates (mol/h/cell) for each compound (data not shown) using the available cell number data (Fig. 2b). Although the conversion rates in the continuous-flow system were likely significantly lower than in the batch cultures due to the much lower substrate concentrations, we used maximal conversion rates from the batch cultures, along with the maximum cell numbers on the filters (Fig. 5) to calculate the potential, maximum uptake rate per filter cassette for each substrate. For all three compounds, the mass loading rate (concentration \( \times \) flow rate) of substrate entering the filter was 4 to 25 times greater than the potential maximum substrate uptake rate, and little or no change of concentration would be detected in the effluent. Therefore, we made no attempt to measure transformation of acetate, NO\(_3^-\), or Fe\(^{2+}\) in our continuous-flow experiments.

The biochemical mechanisms through which Fe(II) oxidation is coupled to energy generation during NDFO are still obscure. Questions also remain with respect to the fate of the oxidized iron produced in our continuous-flow systems and why oxyhydroxide accumulations were not found on cells or on filters. It is possible that nano-sized particulates were initially formed and that these easily passed through the filters with the effluent. It should be noted that the lithotrophic, Fe(II)-oxidizing enrichment culture of Straub et al. and some phototrophic Fe(II) oxidizers apparently do not form the heavy encrustations observed with *Acidovorax* sp. strain BoFeN1, although the mechanisms by which they avoid these encrustations is subject to speculation (33, 38). Hegler et al. have
suggested formation of a low-pH microenvironment in the immediate vicinity of the cells as a possible means of avoiding the cellular encrustations by some phototropic Fe(II) oxidizers (19).

Based on our available data, it appears that enhanced growth is a result of the coupling of Fe(II) oxidation to microbially mediated energy generation. The ability to use Fe(II) as an auxiliary energy source would provide a competitive advantage in anoxic, oligotrophic environments where assimilable organic carbon concentrations may be below 10 μM (13, 35). At such very low concentrations, purely organotrophic microorganisms with a limited substrate range typically may use most of the available carbon solely for maintenance energy generation. As described by Egli (13), some organotrophic microorganisms deal with low organic carbon concentrations by being able to simultaneously utilize many different carbon sources, each present at extremely low concentrations, i.e., through a “multivorous” survival strategy. A different strategy could be a mixotrophic metabolism able to utilize Fe(II) as an energy source since more of the limited available carbon could then be used for biomass generation and growth.
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